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North American Cannabis Holdings, Inc. (OTC: USMJ) - USMJ.com a leading cannabis-

focused e-commerce site, is thrilled to announce several exciting updates that will

delight cannabis enthusiasts across the country. With a commitment to providing high-

quality products and exceptional customer service, USMJ continues to be a trusted

destination for cannabis enthusiasts nationwide.

Remembering and Honoring Our Fallen Heroes:

USMJ first and foremost recognizes the significance of Memorial Day and the sacrifices

made by our military heroes. In remembrance of those who have selflessly served our

nation, USMJ pays tribute to their courage, dedication, and ultimate sacrifice. It is with

deep gratitude that USMJ takes this opportunity to honor these fallen heroes and express

sincere appreciation for their service.

USMJ also provides a special Veterans program with discounts for all who have served.

Follow a simple application process to enroll.

 20% Off Your Order of $50 or More:

USMJ understands the importance of value for its customers. To show appreciation for

their continued support, USMJ is offering an exclusive limited-time promotion. Customers

can now enjoy a generous discount of 20% on orders totaling $50 or more. This

incredible offer allows cannabis enthusiasts to explore a wide range of products while

saving on their purchases.

The promotion is a week-long and kicked off Wednesday, May 24, 2023, with special

notifications delivered to the core customer base ahead of this announcement. The

promotion is set to end May 31, 2023, @ 11:59 PM. Use discount code MEM20 at checkout

to get 20% off your order.

 Introducing New Delta 8 Gummies from Wasatch Hemp:
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USMJ is excited to introduce the latest addition to its product lineup – the highly

anticipated Delta 8 Gummies from Wasatch Hemp. These delicious gummies are infused

with Delta 8, a hemp-derived cannabinoid known for its unique properties. Crafted with

care and precision, the Delta 8 Gummies offer a convenient and enjoyable way to

experience the benefits of Delta 8. With Wasatch Hemp's commitment to quality and

USMJ's dedication to offering exceptional products, customers can expect nothing short

of excellence.

 Growing Vendor Base and New Products Coming On Board:

USMJ is constantly striving to provide an extensive selection of high-quality cannabis

products to its customers. To achieve this, USMJ is actively expanding its vendor base

and welcoming new products on board. By collaborating with trusted and reputable

vendors, USMJ ensures that customers have access to a diverse range of top-tier

cannabis products. This commitment to growing the vendor base underscores USMJ's

dedication to offering the latest and most innovative products in the industry.

USMJ remains dedicated to delivering exceptional customer experiences and upholding

the highest standards in the cannabis industry. Through these exciting updates, USMJ aims

to provide cannabis enthusiasts with the best products, unbeatable discounts, and an

ever-expanding selection of premium offerings.

Background: USMJ.com is a line of business of North American Cannabis Holdings, Inc.

USMJ.com is one of the largest and fastest-growing marketplaces to shop for CBD, CBG,

hemp and cannabis essentials. Additionally, UMSJ.com has multiple B2B programs and

partnerships offering them access to the tools and products USMJ.com has to offer.

Disclaimer/Safe Harbor:

This news release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the

Securities Litigation Reform Act. The statements reflect the Company's current views with

respect to future events that involve risks and uncertainties. Among others, these risks

include the expectation that any of the companies mentioned herein will achieve

significant sales, the failure to meet schedule or performance requirements of the

companies' contracts, the companies' liquidity position, the companies' ability to obtain

new contracts, the emergence of competitors with greater financial resources and the

impact of competitive pricing. In the light of these uncertainties, the forward-looking

events referred to in this release might not occur. These statements have not been

evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to

diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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